. Under these conditions, we shall say that y is the stretching of x induced by {m p }.
Conditions which are necessary and sufficient for a matrix A = (a pq ) to be a regular summability method are (1) {a pq }p =1 converges to 0, q = 1, 2, 3, , (2) {ΣΓ=i α ί>J?=i converges to 1, (3) suppΣ?=i |α M l < °°L et & denote the set of all matrices P such that for all x, Px is a subsequence of x, and let g? denote the set of all matrices Q such that for all x, Qx is a stretching of x.
We note that any P = (p i3 ) e & is determined by an increasing sequence {%}Γ=i of positive integers as follows: The conjecture is valid, however, if we replace "subsequence" with "stretching," as shown by Theorem 2.
Note that (3) of the regularity conditions is not assumed in any of our results which follow. THEOREM 
If x is a complex sequence, A is a matrix satisfying (1) and (2) of the regularity conditions, and ε is a positive term null sequence, then there exist PG^ and Qe & such that PAQx
where \ u n | < e n , n -1, 2, 3, .
Proof. Let w? = 1 + |^| and m γ such that 
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Continue the process. Proof. Take ε^ = 2~p, p = 1, 2, 3, , and apply Theorem 1 to obtain Pe^ and Q e & such that PAQ# ~ x Λ-u, where \u n \ < e Λ , w = 1, 2, 3, •••. If AT/ converges for every stretching y of cc, then AQα? converges and so PAQx converges since P is regular. Thus x = PAQx -u converges since u converges. If Ay eBV for every stretching y of x, then AQx eBV and so PAQx eBV since P is super regular, i.e., preserves absolute convergence. Hence x -PAQx -ueBV since ueBVo
The statements involving boundedness and divergence to co follow similarly. This completes the proof.
Next we use Theorem 1 to prove an extension of the result of Agnew [1] previously mentioned. Specifically, we obtain Agnew's conclusion (in a sense) after weakening his hypothesis in two ways. Besides dropping the assumption that A satisfy (3) of the regularity conditions, we replace the boundedness of x with the assumption that x have a finite limit point. . Let A be a matrix satisfying (1) and (2), and let {ε p } be a positive term null sequence. Apply Theorem 1 to obtain an increasing sequence {n p } of positive integers and a stretching z of v such that Proof. Suppose A satisfies (1) and (2) and Ay diverges to oo for every subsequence y of x, but x has a bounded subsequence. Then x has a finite limit point P, and by the theorem, there exists a subsequence z of x such that P is a limit point of Az. But this is a contradiction. Thus x cannot have a bounded subsequence. Hence x diverges to oo, and the proof is complete.
It is interesting to note that in Theorem 3 we cannot in general prove that every limit point of x (finite or infinite) is a limit point of {(Ay) np }~= 1 Proof. Suppose A satisfies (1) and (2) and Ay is bounded for every subsequence y of x, but x is not bounded. Then A is row-finite, for otherwise we could construct a subsequence z of x such that Az is not defined. Thus by the theorem, there exists a subsequence w of x such that oo is a limit point of Aw. But this is a contradiction. Hence x is bounded.
